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Abstract. Security certification of complex systems requires a high amount of effort. As a particular challenge,
today’s systems are increasingly long-living and subject
to continuous change. After each change of some part
of the system, the whole system needs to be re-certified
from scratch (since security properties are not in general
modular), which is usually far too much effort. When
models for software get changed, this can lead to security weaknesses that are also part of the software system
that is derived from those models. Hence, it is important
to check the models with respect to security properties,
and correct them respectively.
To address this challenge, we present an approach
which not only finds security weaknesses but can also
correct them in a tool-supported way. As time goes by,
a diverse number of changing requirements that may
be security-related and non-security-related lead to a
evolving system that met its security requirements at
design time but can contain vulnerabilities with respect
to meanwhile updated security knowledge. Supported by
patterns we can describe and detect potential flaws that
may arise in models, such as inconsistencies in security
requirements. Potential violations can be formalized in
the patterns as well as the correction alternatives to fix
these. It is based on graph transformation and can be
applied to different types of models and violations. For
flaw detection, these patterns are used as the left-hand
sides of graph transformation rules. Using graph transformation, we can further correct the models and establish that they no longer violate the security requirements
under investigation. The approach is supported by a tool
which can check whether these patterns arise in models
and assist the user in correcting the security vulnerabilities.
? This research is funded by the DFG project SecVolution (JU
2734/2-1) which is part of the priority program SPP 1593 “Design
For Future - Managed Software Evolution”.

1 Introduction
Information systems deal with critical data of companies and individuals and have thus high security requirements. Keeping an information system up-to-date with
its changing environment is a challenging task, since the
typical runtime of such a long-living software system is
said to be at least 10-15 years. In such a period of time,
a system is facing continuously changing requirements
due to new regulations, and the changing environment
leads to a constant flow of new malware, newly discovered security flaws, better cracking algorithms and so
forth. This means that an information system has to
be checked constantly against newly discovered security
knowledge, even if the security requirements itself stay
the same.
Model-based development using e.g. the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a methodology used to improve software quality. The Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) is used for designing business processes and to automatize them by means of tools for
work flow execution. Furthermore, approaches have been
proposed to extend modeling languages with security
properties. For example, UMLsec extends the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) with security concepts, allowing developers to specify security properties such as
confidentiality as part of the UML models [25, 24, 27, 26].
Other approaches (e.g. SecureUML [36]) provide modeling concepts such as role-based access control as part of
activity diagrams. Similar approaches can be found that
make use of BPMN instead of UML [54, 55,45].
A secure design is difficult to get right and many designs contain security-weaknesses which are often nontrivial to find and then to fix. And if an information
system fulfilled all security requirements at the time of
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initial design, it can become outdated due to a changing
environment. Hence, it is necessary to constantly validate the security requirements of the design models.
The idea of the approach presented in this paper
is to formalize flaws in the design of critical systems
using a concept similar to anti-patterns. Anti-patterns
arose from patterns in software development and project
management [10]. The concept of anti-patterns helps to
explicitly formalize certain risks and problems of a design. Here, we formalize vulnerabilities in the design of
security-relevant systems as violation patterns. Beyond
just identifying parts of model designs that contain security flaws, our approach also features the possibility
to define correction alternatives. Alternatives are realized as the right-hand sides of graph transformations.
This leads to a graph grammar for correcting modeling
flaws. We use the graph transformation language Henshin [3] and apply it to the modeling languages UMLsec
and BPMN.
The approach supports the detection and correction
of all security vulnerabilities which can be expressed
within the Henshin specification language. Furthermore,
violation patterns can be interpreted as an abstraction
of security knowledge. Security knowledge about detection and correction of vulnerabilities, for example, can
be derived from common guidelines and it can be gathered from experience gained from previously occurred
incidents [46].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In the next section we introduce a running example and
different types of modeling flaws that may arise. In Section 3 we present our approach to detect and correct
modeling flaws. The utilization of graph transformation
within our approach is described in Section 4. Section 5
reports on experiences in applying our approach. How
our approach can be used to deal with model evolution with respect to security properties is covered in
Section 6. Details on the tool-support are given in Section 7. We discuss related work in Section 8 before we
conclude with a summary and an outlook on future work
in Section 9. Further information about tool-support for
security-hardening can be found on our website1 .

2 Detecting Security Vulnerabilities at the
Model Level
The development of software systems in security-relevant
domains can profit from the use of model-based or modeldriven development of software and systems as well as
business processes. There are UML extensions such as
UMLsec [25] that allow modeling security requirements.
Furthermore, tools exist which to some degree can find
security weaknesses (such as [11]). However, these tools
1 https://www-secse.cs.tu-dortmund.de/secse/pages/
research/tools/index_en.shtml

do not support automated security hardening. Supported
by patterns we can describe and detect potential flaws
that may arise in models, such as inconsistencies in security requirements. Moreover, we enable automatic correction of detected flaws.
2.1 Graphs
The fact that many modeling languages are graph-based
enables us to interpret the meta-models as well as models of systems (called instance models) as graphs. Much
work has been done on graph transformation systems,
triple graph grammars and algebraic graph transformations [49, 3, 50], and tool-support has been developed for
various approaches, such as [22, 18]. Thus, there is diverse technology we can build on (see Section 8 for a
more detailed discussion). Our approach for modeling
systems, flaws and corrective steps is based on metamodeling techniques and the graph transformation system Henshin as well as its underlying transformation
language [19, 3].
To detect flaws in a given instance model, we make
use of the underlying graph transformation system and
perform plain matching of violation patterns against the
instance model in the first place. By formalizing flaws
as transformation rules where the left-hand side (LHS)
equals the right-hand side (RHS), we preserve the instance model and directly detect model flaws. As a result, matches of these transformation rules resemble parts
of the instance model where the specific flaw exists. Regarding corrective steps, our approach uses a technique
that requires only few elements to formalize. Basically,
all vulnerabilities that can be expressed using the Henshin (i.e. by means of graph transformation rules) can
be detected. We discuss this in detail in Section 4.
2.2 Running Example: UMLsec
Regarding defining and checking security requirements
of software models, our approach currently focuses on
the UML extension UMLsec [25]. UMLsec is a modelbased security engineering approach based on the UML,
allowing one to specify recurring security requirements
(such as secrecy, integrity, authenticity and others) and
security assumptions (such as encryption of connections)
on the system environment. This can be done using annotations as part of the UML specifications. Thus, we
encapsulate knowledge on prudent security engineering
as annotations in models or code and make it available
to developers who may not be security experts.
The UMLsec extension is given as a UML profile using the standard UML extension mechanisms. Stereotypes are used together with tags to formulate the security requirements and assumptions. Constraints give criteria that determine whether the requirements are met
by the system design by referring to a precise semantics
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package SecureLinks2Package
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nections have stereotypes stating that communication
has to be confidential (hh secrecy ii) and one case additionally requires integrity (hh high ii). The given configuration does not meet the security requirements, because
internet links are unencrypted and can be read and manipulated. Hence, hh secure links ii is violated here. We will
refer to this in more detail in Section 5.

<<secrecy>>

Dependency2

Webserver
<<Internet>>
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<<component>>
<<component>>

SiteConﬁg

<<high>>

Fig. 1. UML diagram featuring UMLsec security property hh secure
links ii

of the used fragment of UML. The security-relevant information added using stereotypes includes security assumptions on the physical level of the system, security
requirements related to the secure handling and communication of data and security policies that system parts
are supposed to obey.
Our approach can directly be applied to all UMLsec
stereotypes within UML models for static aspects such
as hh secure links ii , hh secure dependency ii , etc. These requirements are used mainly in class diagrams, component diagrams and deployment diagrams. They specify
consistency rules between security requirements specified in the UMLsec model and security assumptions as
part of the underlying infrastructure.
Moreover, our approach can also be used for detecting vulnerabilities concerning UMLsec stereotypes used
within UML models for dynamic aspects (e.g. state
charts, activity diagrams and sequence diagrams) which
can at least be approximated safely using a static analysis (where “safely” means that the approximation may
permit false positives but no false negatives in the security analysis; cf. [25] for more details).
Consider the system presented by a UML diagram
shown in Figure 1 that we will use as a running example
throughout the following sections. It uses the stereotype
hh secure links ii . hh secure links ii deals with the security
of communication: one can specify requirements such as
hh secrecy ii to the logical relationships (dependencies) between components and annotate properties to physical
relationships (communication links), e.g. hh Internet ii to
indicate an unencrypted internet connection. UMLsec
can then be used to validate the communication links
against the requirements of the dependencies using attacker models. In the given example two clients are connected to a webserver through an internet link. The con-

2.3 Security Hardening
Our approach aims not only to detect modeling flaws,
but also to correct them. This is a non-trivial challenge
since in many cases it is not obvious how to correct a
model which contains vulnerabilities in order to make it
secure.
Flaws caused by mutually contradictory security requirements (such as non-repudiation and anonymity),
can only be solved by changing the requirements in a
way that they are no longer inconsistent with one another. There is no correction transformation which would
enforce both of these security requirements (see [1] for
more discussion on this situation).
All other flaws can be solved either by lowering the
requirements or by changing the model in order to fulfill
the requirements. We assume that a user always aims
to fulfill the security requirements. If there exists exactly one possibility to correct the flaw, an automatic
correction can easily be applied. In case of multiple possibilities for correction, the designer should get involved.
As a model of a system is an abstraction, the alternative
to be chosen represents a design decision. The developer
has to review the correction alternatives with respect to
which alternative solves the problem the desired way.
If the number of correction alternatives is not manageable for the designer, the alternatives can be ordered
by their complexity. To simplify matters, we define the
complexity of correction as the number of model elements affected. Other measures could also be used. Based
on the ordered list of proposed alternatives, the designer
can easier choose a suitable correction. In addition, it
is possible to declare an alternative as default, which is
then applied automatically. Nonetheless, the designer always has the option to fix a flaw by changing the model
manually, or indeed to decide not to fix the vulnerability
at all for some reason).
Our approach requires that all information (i.e. semantics) necessary to propose corrective transformations
is part of the model. For example, recall the UMLsec
stereotype hh secure links ii as introduced in Figure 1. If
used as part of a deployment diagram, the requirement
states that security requirements (such as hh secrecy ii) required by components implemented on distributed nodes
are satisfied by the communication paths used by the respective nodes. The detection of violations of this stereotype in essence works by analyzing all point-to-point
connections between nodes as well as their specified communication path type (e.g. hh Internet ii) and associate
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them with the required security properties defined by
the dependency between the respective components. In
this case, all information needed to decide if there is a
violation of hh secure links ii is available within the particular UML model. We give more detail on hh secure links ii
in Section 5.
For example, the UML sequence diagram may not be
self-contained as described above. The UML model contains the messages exchanged between objects as OccurrenceSpecification elements. Available tools implement the UML specification differently regarding the
message order. In our case, we tested two UML modeling tools based on EMF. While TOPCASED [34] did
not show a clear behavior, Papyrus [12] automacically
arranges the messages to match their occurrence in the
diagram. In the former case, the order of messages appearance is only captured as part of the graphical representation. It then would be necessary to treat the sequence diagram seperately, which can be interpreted as a
model, too. Thus, it seems feasible to analyze the model
by enriching it with relevant information about call and
return sequences gathered from an analysis of the sequence diagram to be executed prior to application of
our approach, if a modeling tool has been used that does
not implement the ordering of elements as proposed by
the UML specification.

3 Graph-Transformation-Based Correction of
Security Vulnerabilities
In this section, we present the core aspects of our 4phases-approach. It consists of four phases that detect
and correct violations of security requirements and its
goal is to make sure that a given instance model does
not undergo any security issues defined by patterns.
For realizing this, we define a number of violation
patterns and corrective steps. Currently, our focus lies
on supporting detection and correction of model flaws
in UMLsec instance models. We have also defined a violation pattern based on BPMN. Every violation pattern consists of a number of graph transformation rules
that are used to realize different types of actions concerning analyzing and altering a given instance model.
Hence, a violation pattern contains all rules that are necessary to detect a violation in its various aspects as well
as to perform corrective steps to patch the violations.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the 4-phases-approach
as realized in our current tool support. In the following,
we will discuss the formal aspects of our approach, while
the specific realization using the Henshin transformation
language is part of Section 4.
The input of the approach consists of three elements:
First, our catalogue of violation patterns which consists of formalized security vulnerabilities and built as
graph transformations. To store additional information
about how the different transformation rules relate to

Cliché

Cliché Instance File

Cliché Instances
a:TypeA

a:TypeA
c:TypeA
c:TypeC

b:TypeB

b:TypeB
a:TypeA

c:TypeF
b:TypeD

...
Fig. 3. Cliché used as a template to create cliché instances using
mappings defined in the cliché instance file

each other, an additional file called cliché instance file
is used. As a third input element there is the given instance model potentially undergoing security vulnerabilities. The four phases of our approach are applied once
sequentially, while decisions that have to be made in
phase 4 may involve the system’s designer. Optionally,
results of phase 3 can be used by an additional step called
preparation code, making use of pure Java code.
The result of applying the approach is the checked
and (where required) corrected instance model.
3.1 Phase 1: Test the environment
Prior to applying any advanced actions, it is necessary
to check whether the given instance model satisfies assumptions as taken by the violation pattern. A simple
precondition could be that a violation pattern designed
to find and correct violations in some kind of BPMN
pools may only be applied to instance models that fulfill certain preconditions. This means that a violation
pattern e.g. checking BPMN collaborations contains one
graph transformation rule test that only has a match if it
is applied to a BPMN model that contains an instance
of Collaboration. For realizing this, we make use of
the matching algorithm of the underlying graph transformation system by using transformation rules where
the left-hand side of the transformation (LHS) equals
the right-hand side (RHS). As a consequence, phase 1
does not cause any changes to the instance model.
3.2 Phase 2: Instantiate the clichés
Before describing the process of phase 2, we introduce
two terms we will use.
Cliché: When looking at an instance model, the existence or absence of one single security requirement can
be shown by numerous artifacts in it. These artifacts can
arise on a logical level as well as on a technical level. The
former means that one security requirement can occur in
different forms which lead to different characterizations
in the model. The latter means that the violation of a
requirement has only one form actually, but there are
several possibilities to model them using the underlying
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violation patterns
violation patterns
violation patterns
Phase 1:
Test
instance model
(potential security risk)

Phase 2:
Instantiate

Phase 3:
Match

Java code

cliché instance ﬁle

Phase 4:
Patch

preparation
code

system
designer

checked
instance model

Fig. 2. Overview of the 4-phases-approach

meta model. One specific characterization, regardless of
whether it is technically or logically induced, is called
cliché. We use this term similar to [53], where it is introduced for recurring sub-patterns of software-designpatterns.
As an example of a technical cliché, consider the following: In BPMN, pools can be annotated by text annotations. When looking at the graphical representation
in the diagram, it seems that the edge that connects a
pool to a text annotation is undirected. However, the
BPMN meta model uses directed edges and at least it
depends on the modeling tool how drawn edges are resembled by model elements. For example, the modeling
tool we used for our work follows the order in which the
user creates the two vertices. Given a violation pattern
that incorporates a BPMN pool annotated with a text
annotation, the pattern at least consists of two (technical) clichés: One cliché models a pool annotated with
a text annotation with the association starting at the
pool and ending at the annotation (meta model-wise).
A second cliché models the same elements but with the
association directed from the annotation to the pool.
We will give examples of logical and technical clichés
in Section 4.
Cliché instance: In some cases, clichés may only
differ in few details. More precisely, for a given violation
pattern, there are transformation rules that only differ
in the (model element) types of some nodes. To avoid the
need for modeling a vast number of transformation rules
only differing in node types, clichés can be extended by
metadata making any desired number of nodes dynamic
in a way that in an arbitrary combination, their types
can be changed during application of our approach.
Thus, instead of having many clichés with only little differences, cliché instances support having only one
cliché serving as a template plus additional metadata
about which node type is supposed to be exchanged.
We call the process of taking a cliché and generating its runtime versions (cliché instances) instantiation. Figure 3 illustrates how the instantiation of clichés
works. On the left side there is an cliché. The cliché

instance file contains mappings which node types have
to be exchanged how to build the respective cliché instances. This process leads to a number of cliché instances: While the general structure of the graph transformation rule is the same, the types of some nodes have
changed. This is a method of easily generating variants
of the same graph transformation rule instead of modeling one by one by hand. This also helps to keep down
the number of modeled graph transformations.
We present an example of a violation pattern using
cliché instances in Section 5.
To summarize, phase 2 is to instantiate clichés to
cliché instances. This step is supported by metadata
about which types of certain nodes have to be altered
when and how.
3.3 Phase 3: Determine the matches
In phase 3, the cliché instances created during phase
2 are matched against the given instance model. More
specifically, all graph transformation rules that resemble
violations of a security requirement of a given violation
pattern (which means cliché instances), are applied to
the instance model sequentially. Whenever one of these
rules does match at least once, a violation has been detected. In case we do not get a single match of the transformation rules, the given instance model does not undergo any violations modeled by the violation pattern
and phase 4 will be skipped. In phase 3, we again use
transformation rules where the LHS equal the RHS and
thus do not cause any changes to the instance model.
3.4 Phase 4: Select and apply the patches
Application of phase 3 leads to a number of matches of
clichés in the instance model, revealing some parts of the
instance model that violate the security-relevant requirement modeled through the violation pattern. To perform
corrective steps to re-ensure the security requirement, we
use transformation rules that we call patch rules, realizing modifications to a specific part of an instance model.
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As a security violation can occur multiple times in
an instance model, the LHS of a patch rule may have
multiple matches in the instance model, too. There is a
general need for choosing between different alternatives
for one erroneous part of a model that is identified.
For example, recall the system as introduced in Figure 1, featuring a UML deployment diagram modeling
the communication between one server and two clients.
Regarding the stereotypes that can be attached to communication paths for resembling the underlying communication infrastructure, think of connection types Internet (which means using a plaintext connection), symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. To make
a model containing an Internet connection more secure
obviously leads to two possibilities. We will discuss this
kind of security violations in more detail in Section 5.
Concerning the security domain, we categorize the
set of possible patches into at least two paradigms: first,
raising the security level of the system’s environment and
second, reducing the security requirements on the system. Thus, we support this characterizing parameter as
part of our approach at a technical level (cf. Section 4).
Hence, when more than one patch is applicable to
a given match of phase 3, it has to be chosen which
one should be applied. This selection can in some cases
be done automatically, as discussed in Section 2. After
selection, the patch rules are applied and the given instance model does not undergo the violations detected
in phase 3 anymore. Obviously, phase 4 is the only phase
that features transformations causing changes to the instance model.
The 4-phases-approach as introduced here realizes
the application of graph transformation rules to find and
correct model flaws by applying a graph transformation
to erroneous parts of an instance model.
If the model is part of a set of system models, the
other models will not be affected by these transformation. Hence, related models might require additional changes in order to preserve (or restore) consistency. Moreover, correction of two or more models in parallel can
be handled by applying our approach iteratively to the
whole UML specification of a system (containing all relevant models), where the security hardening transformations relevant to the different models are applied subsequently.
In this case, to avoid the situation that different hardening transformations undo the changes done by other
transformations, it needs to be enforced that the chosen
corrected model is not contained in the sequence of the
models produced so far. Note that this does not guarantee the termination of this approach, since (as mentioned
earlier) there are security properties which logically contradict each other, so applying the relevant hardening
transformations iteratively cannot result into one specification which satisfies both contradictory specifications.
Nevertheless, making use of more advanced techniques

Fig. 4. Test rule for the Insecure Links violation pattern

that do in-deep analyses of model’s semantics is considered part of future work and discussed in Section 9.
4 Correction of Security Vulnerabilities: Using
Henshin
In this section we show how we realized the 4-phasesapproach as proposed in Section 3 using the graph transformation tool Henshin. We will give a short overview
about aspects of Henshin that are important for our approach and then outline how we used Henshin to realize
our approach.
4.1 Introduction into Henshin
We have carried out the approach explained in the previous sections using the graph transformation language
Henshin and its associated toolset [3] which arose from
EMF Tiger. The formal foundation Henshin is based on
firstly was introduced as algebraic graph transformation
[19]. The tool Henshin is based on the Eclipse platform
and the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). It allows
graph-based modeling of graph transformations working
on arbitrary meta models based on EMF. For example,
the existing EMF implementations of the BPMN 2.0 and
UML 2.x meta models can be used to perform model
transformations on BPMN and UML models.
The graphical editor of Henshin uses a unified view
on graph transformations. Instead of dealing with the
left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand side (RHS) of
graph transformations separately, Henshin displays vertices and edges of the graph as three different types
which have their own names, called actions. One transformation graph resembling one possible transformation
is called transformation rule. The vertices of the graph
are called nodes. All transformation rules including metadata are stored within a transformation model.
Henshin uses four different action types, annotated to
the elements of a transformation rule. More precisely, all
elements of a transformation rule have to be of one of the
four action types that we shortly introduce: hh preserve ii
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correlates to a plain match. Objects of this type are an
element of the LHS as well as the RHS so that the respective objects are preserved. The action hh delete ii resembles the task of deleting objects from a given instance
model such that they are part of the LHS but not of the
RHS. hh create ii does the same for creating objects, i.e.
is used for objects not part of the LHS but of the RHS.
hh forbid ii has influence on the underlying matching algorithm, as it is a non application clause (NAC, see [3]).
A match shall not take place if the object tagged with
this action is part of a potential match.
An example of a Henshin transformation rule is shown
in Figure 4. It depicts a rule for detecting a specific
model type, namely a UML model containing a package
that is annotated with the UMLsec stereotype hh secure
links ii.
Fig. 5. Cliché matching violations of secure links

4.2 Application of Henshin
Essentially, our approach uses one transformation model
per violation pattern. An advantage of structuring the
different violation patterns this way is that it leads to
transformation models with only a limited number of
transformation rules. One transformation model consists
of all transformation rules belonging to the respective violation pattern. Henshin does not have support for metadata in transformation models that would allow the separation of transformation rules by concerns, so we use a
naming convention for the names used by Henshin rules.
To prepare later tool support, the naming convention
concerns not only the naming of the rules itself, but
sometimes also the names of nodes. The naming convention uses a dot-notation and is explained in detail in
Section 7.
As stated in Section 3, the transformation rules used
by the phases 1-3 solely consist of hh preserve ii-nodes and
edges, which means that we actually do not carry out
any transformations but only use the techniques of Henshin for getting matches in the instance model. In the
remainder of this section, we give an overview about how
we use Henshin’s features to realize the different phases
of our approach. The realization refers to an EMF meta
model as well as a given instance model.
Phase 1 is realized by using one single rule called
test. An example of a test rule is shown in Figure 4.
It just checks the existence of certain model elements to
ensure that assumptions made by the rules of the violation pattern are met. As a consequence, the instance
model is not altered. Thinking in terms of graph transformations, we do not invoke a transformation as such
but we use the underlying matching algorithm for finding relevant spots in the instance model. We require that
there is exactly one test rule per transformation model.
Hence, after applying the testing rule to the given instance model successfully (e.g. resulting in a match), it
is clear that the assumptions made by the violation pat-

tern hold and arbitrary rules in terms of the remaining
3 phases can be applied.
Figure 4 shows the test rule of the running example.
We want the test rule to check whether the instance
model is an instance of the required meta model the
violation pattern is defined for, in this case UML. This
is realized by defining a node of type Package. Moreover,
this rule ensures existence of the needed stereotype using
a node named stereotype of type securelinks. The
annotation with hh secure links ii is enforced this way.
During phase 2, clichés as part of the violation pattern together with information contained in the cliché
instance file is used to build the cliché instances. For actions taking place in this phase, we restrict the usage to
preserve in order to only cause non-altering matching.
During this phase, we want to replace variable information contained in clichés by concrete values. Henshin
offers a mechanism that is principally suitable for dynamically changing data of rules, called rule parameters.
Due to technical reasons, Henshin only supports setting
values of object attributes in a limited way. Nonetheless,
we see the need for dynamically changing node types.
To exemplify this, see Figure 5. The node types of
Henshin transformation rules are static, which means
that one rule is able to detect exactly one configuration of communication path and security dependency.
This means that if there are m different connection types
and n different security dependency requirements, there
would be a need for at least m · n transformation rules
differing only in the type of two nodes (cf. Section 5.1
and Table 1 for further details). Regarding Figure 5, the
depicted rule is only able to match the combination of
hh Internet ii and hh secrecy ii in the first place. Hence, we
realize the instantiation of clichés by making use of Henshin’s API to keep the number of needed transformation
rules low. The cliché instance file contains assignments
for every node of a rule of which the type has to be
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Fig. 6. Application of phase 3

<<encrypted>> <<secrecy>>
Link2
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replaced during runtime. We outline the contents and
structure of the cliché instance file in detail in Section 7.
The purpose of phase 3 is to actually find matches
of security vulnerabilities defined by the cliché rules. All
clichés and cliché instances are applied to the instance
model one after another. If Henshin does not find any
matches, we know that the given instance model does
not contain any of the vulnerabilities modeled by the
used clichés. If Henshin finds matches, it returns a set of
pointers into the instance model for every match found.
The pointers refer to the objects in the respective transformation rule.
Phase 1 and 2 technically are rather simple steps
coming down to just applying the test and cliche rules
to the instance model. Phases 3 and 4 are more complex
and make use of data sharing, so that we will explain the
order of events taking place in phase 3 and 4 by means of
Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the application of phase
3 to a UML deployment diagram. The system used in
this example is the one introduced in Figure 1, undergoing two violations of the hh secure links ii requirement.
Regarding the 4-phases-approach (cf. Figure 2), the
following operations take place: three elements are building the actual input. The Henshin transformation model
handles the specific violation pattern, Insecure Links in
this example. The respective transformation rules are
stored in the Henshin transformation model. The transformation model itself gets information about dynamic

Dependency2

Webserver
<<encryptedt>>

<<component>>

Webbrowser1

Link1

Dependency1

<<component>>
<<component>>

SiteConﬁg

<<high>>

Fig. 7. Application of phase 4

type setting and cliché instances as part of a cliché instance file which is specific to the violation pattern. The
third input element is the actual instance model. During phase 2, cliché instances are build, so that there is
a number of cliché instances ready to be applied to the
instance model by the Henshin interpreter. In our example there are two violations of hh secure links ii, so that
Henshin finds two matches of the respective cliché in the
instance model. As a consequence, the result of phase
3 is an object which contains matches that reference to
certain spots of the instance model which represent the
vulnerability.
Finally, during phase 4 corrective steps to the instance model using patch rules are applied. These rules
use actions of the types hh create ii and hh delete ii to actually apply changes to the instance model. Figure 7
shows the application of phase 4 in the running example.
The result of application of phase 3 is a list of matches
of cliché instances in the given instance model. Now,
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Fig. 8. Patch rule for securing the environment of a dependency

the cliché instance file contains a mapping of cliché instances to appropriate patch rules, too. Thus, supported
by cliché instance file for every found match a selection
of appropriate patch rules can be made. After making a
selection of patches to be applied, there exists a list of
parameterized patch rules. Finally, the selected patches
are applied to the instance model using Henshin interpreter. As a result, we get the patched instance model.
Regarding the running example, Figure 7 shows that a
feasible correction of the vulnerabilities is to introduce
encrypted connections.
Henshin offers the possibility to ease the design of
patch rules. Because of the matches found during application of phase 3, the precise spots of the instance model
that have to be patched are already known. Hence, it
is not necessary for patch rules do be designed with
all nodes needed for matching against the whole model
again, but only a few nodes to just cause the desired
changes. Using Henshin’s feature partial match, the patch
rule can be preconfigured using data gathered during
phase 3 so that the patch rule is only applied to the demanded spot of the instance model. See Section 7 for
more details on this.
Figure 8 shows an example of a patch rule belonging
to the running example. It corrects the security vulnerability by deleting a connection path annotation and creates another one. As the name of this patch rule states,
the goal of it is to secure the environment. Thus, replacing an hh Internet ii stereotype by hh encrypted ii may
be a possible option. By modeling communication path
type with better security, the security requirement is now
fulfilled again. Note that both nodes of the patch rule
(which refers communication path types) work as templates with respect to the cliché instance file. Thus, the
types can be adapted during runtime.
4.3 Design of transformation rules and the effect of
transformations to the model’s semantics
Regarding the application of graph transformations to
the model, the question arises to what extent the model’s
semantics is to be altered. In a traditional manner, the
goal of (model) refactorings is to preserve the behavior of
a system as it is. Nevertheless, our approach can detect
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security vulnerabilities. This means that the system’s
behavior represented by the given model lacks certain
security-relevant properties in a sense that it does not
meet given security requirements. For example, a system
transfers confidential data even if a requested authentication has not taken place before. Therefore, the target
of a model transformation has to be the modification of
the system’s behavior. Regarding the design of transformation rules, the amount of changes to the model generally should be as little as possible. Firstly, this obviously
minimizes the performance overhead of the model transformation application. Secondly, it lowers the risk of side
effects.
Application of corrective transformation rules to one
model can be called adequate in a sense that if phase 3
does not have any matches in a model, it does not undergo the specific security vulnerability. To avoid termination problems, our tool implementation currently only
does one run per violation pattern. After correction of
the model, further checks should be executed to test the
absence of all desired security violations, which means
that the model holds the desired security requirements.
Nevertheless, the approach as a whole cannot be free
of side effects. It is possible that correction of a security
vulnerability to hold a security requirement again introduces a new vulnerability. One reason is that there are
security properties that logically contradict each other.
This kind of problems rather needs the assistance of the
system designer, as a design decision has to be made
to resolve this conflicting requirements. Apart from this,
it seems reasonable that applying a patch rule for one
cliché reveals another model flaw. How to take these side
effects into account is not in the focus for this publication and considered part of future work. We will refer to
this in Section 9.
5 Security Hardening of UMLsec & BPMN
Models: Case-Study
We have validated our approach in a number of applications. We considered the adherence to security properties in both UMLsec [25] and BPMN models, examining
two kinds of model flaws dealing with UMLsec models
and one example of compliance issues concerning BPMN
models. To explain the approach, we present one example of each of the applications here. Please note that presenting an entire catalogue of all UMLsec stereotypes is
beyond the scope of this publication. Thus, we chose a
selection of patterns to show the application and realization of our approach in terms of a case study.
5.1 (In)Secure Links in UMLsec models
The running example as introduced in Figure 1 and used
as part of the previous section relates to a security vulnerability that can occur in UMLsec models. We sum
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up the essentials of this violation pattern and add some
details to complete the description of the respective violation pattern.
Insecure Links concerns security vulnerabilities and
corrections regarding the requirement hh secure links ii .
The running example considers a scenario which features a deployment diagram annotated with the UMLsec
stereotype hh secure links ii. It deals with the following scenario: Two nodes are connected via a communication
path. There are at least two components, each deployed
to one node,
and the two components are themselves connected
by a dependency, which represents the logical communication carried out over the physical communication link
that is specified between the two nodes. The type of
the link and the link itself is defined by a communication path annotated by a UMLsec stereotype (here, an
hh Internet ii connection).
For a given attacker (e.g. the default attacker), the
UMLsec approach defines in which ways this kind of attacker can manipulate the given communication link in
terms of the threats read, delete and insert, named after the corresponding security-relevant actions that can
be performed regarding data transmitted over the given
communication link. For example, the default attacker
can read, delete and insert data communicated over a
plain, unencrypted Internet link. Now, there may be
security requirements concerning the communication of
the respective software components, also given as a
UMLsec stereotype attached to the communication dependency (here, the stereotype hh high ii means that highly
security-critical data is to be communicated over the respective communication path).
The constraint of the UMLsec property hh secure links ii
is fulfilled if the attack scenario derived from the type
of communication link does not violate the security requirements demanded by the corresponding dependency.
To demand that one or multiple security requirements
(secrecy, integrity, high) shall be satisfied and certain
threats shall be prevented, the relevant dependency has
to be annotated with the respective requirements (cf.
[25]). More formally, let n and m be two nodes connected
via a communication link of type
l ∈ {hh Internet ii, hh encrypted ii, hh LAN ii, hh wire ii}.
Let there be one component per node with a communication dependency between them, marked with a security
requirement s ∈ {hh secrecy ii, hh integrity ii, hh high ii}. If, for
a given attacker type, the threat scenario derived from
the type l of communication link violates this security
requirement s, the UMLsec property hh secure links ii is violated. For example, given the communication link type
l = hh Internet ii, the security property s = hh secrecy ii and
the default attacker, hh secure links ii is violated as explained above. We can derive a set of critical configurations (consisting of a communication link l, an attacker

Table 1. Critical configurations of A, d and l

Adversary A
default
”
”
”
insider
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”

Stereotype s
high
”
secrecy
integrity
high
”
”
”
secrecy
”
”
”
integrity
”
”
”

Stereotype l
Internet
encrypted
Internet
Internet
Internet
encrypted
LAN
wire
Internet
encrypted
LAN
wire
Internet
encrypted
LAN
wire

type A, and a dependency s) which lead to a violation
of hh secure links ii (cf. Table 1).
We use the 4-phases-approach to enforce the requirements of hh secure links ii. See [25] for the possible values for
dependencies and applicable communication path types.
We formalize violation and correction of the security
vulnerability Insecure Links by defining the following
transformation rules.
First, this violation pattern features a test rule that
checks the existence of a package annotated with hh secure
links ii as shown in Figure 4.
For phase 2, we define one cliché as introduced in Figure 5. This cliché has a match whenever a critical configuration of two nodes and two deployed components with
corresponding communication links and communication
dependencies regarding Table 1 is found. Regarding the
running example in Figure 1, the communication path
type hh Internet ii is used in a critical configuration with
the security requirements hh secrecy ii and hh high ii.
Following the shown cliché, the dependency dependency and the communication path link are modeled.
Both of these elements are annotated with a respective
UMLsec stereotype. The link connects two nodes of
type Property, which are again connected to a Node.
Finally, both Nodes are connected to a Component, and
both Component nodes are connected through a Dependency. Moreover, we make use of the cliché instance file
for this violation pattern in a sense that the critical configurations shown in Table 1 are part of the cliché instance file and lead to 16 cliché instances during runtime.
The node types of the nodes stereo1 and stereo2, used
as placeholders in the cliché, are then changed to other
types as needed and defined by the cliché instance file.
Regarding the correction of this security vulnerability, we suggest three transformations. Firstly, following
the paradigm of securing the environment, the corrective
step consists of choosing a type for the communication
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Fig. 9. Patch rule for correction of insecure links by deleting the
security requirements of the dependency stereotype
Fig. 10. Test rule for insecure dependency pattern

path that satisfies the requirements demanded by the respective
dependency.
The
patch
rule
patch.insecureLinks.secureEnv.1 intended for this
is shown in Figure 8. The communication path is modeled as node of type CommunicationPath. An existing
stereotype is modeled by the node stereo2 d and is
deleted, while a new stereotype, represented by
stereo2 c, is created, which tags the communication
path then.
Regarding the running example, the corrected diagram is shown at the bottom part of Figure 7.
The goal of the given patch rule is to match against a
given CommunicationPath link annotated with a stereotype stereo2 d. The stereotype stereo2 d has to be
deleted and a new stereotype instance, stereo2 c will
be created.
Normally one would need one patch rule for every
given stereotype. For example, [25] initially defines four
different link types. Thus, given a number of n stereotypes, the number of needed patch rules of this kind
would be n2 − n. Hence, in this case there would be a
need for 12 patch rules differing only in the types of two
nodes but not in their structure. To keep the number of
needed elements in the transformation model low here,
we support the dynamic adaption of node types during
runtime. The configuration of which elements are to be
adopted under which circumstances is defined through
the cliché instance file.
As an alternative step, we define two rules for correcting the security vulnerability following the second
paradigm (reducing the security requirements). The rule
patch.insecureLinks.lowerReq.1 reduces the security
requirements by exchanging the dependency’s stereotype
by a stereotype with fewer requirements on the communication path. The rule is modeled in the same manner
as patch.insecureLinks.secureEnv.1. For example,
consider the default adversary, a communication path
stereotyped hh encrypted ii and a dependency stereotype
hh high ii. After changing the dependency’s stereotype to
hh secrecy ii, the requirements of hh secure links ii are clearly
satisfied.
As a third (although drastic) correction alternative
we define the rule patch.insecureLinks.lowerReq.2
as shown in Figure 9. This rule simply removes the security requirement by deleting the stereotype of a given
dependency. Although this rule looks trivial, there may

be models in which this rule is the only possibility of correcting the model to fulfill hh secure links ii again. This especially applies when facing the adversary type insider.
Since an insider has access to all types of communication paths (cf. [25]), it is not possible to satisfy any of the
three
security
requirements
of
{hh secrecy ii, hh integrity ii, hh high ii}.
5.2 (In)Secure Dependency in UMLsec models
This violation pattern concerns the UMLsec property
hh secure dependency ii. This stereotype can be applied to
class diagrams. The security requirement that is ensured
by this stereotype is as follows: Security properties forced
by a class C implementing an interface I are respected
by a class D having a hh call ii or hh send ii dependency to I
(see [25] for further details). To sum it up, the security
requirement is violated if one of the following conditions
applies: the tagged values of the classes C and D mismatch or one of the tags t ∈ {secrecy, integrity, high} is
used for messages as part of the hh critical ii tag of C, but
the dependency is not tagged respectively.
Firstly, we define the test rule for this violation pattern. As shown in Figure 10, it consists of two nodes.
This rule ensures that the instance model is a UML
model containing a package that is annotated with the
hh secure dependency ii stereotype.
To detect the actual model flaw, we formalized it using
four
clichés.
The
first
one
is
cliche.insecureDependency.criticalMismatch
and detects the mismatch of the tagged values of the
hh critical ii tags. As shown in Figure 11, the cliché models the existence of the interface i, its implementation
c and a class d. Due to technical limitations of Henshin
concerning the analysis of data types of attributes, we
assume the tagged values to be stored as part of a comment which is annotated to the class.
By making use of the Henshin API and Henshin’s feature to use boolean expressions as part of transformation
models that influence the matching (called nested conditions), we can detect a mismatch of the tagged values of c and d that resembles the violation of hh secure
dependency ii.
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Fig. 13. Patch rule supporting multiple paradigms

Fig. 11. Cliché for detecting a mismatch of tagged values of the
two classes C and D

package secureDependency

<<interface>>
RandomNumber

+ random (),:,Real
+ superRandom (),:,Real

<<call,,high>>

<<critical>>
RandomGenerator
+ seed ,:,Real

<<critical>>
KeyGenerator

+ random (),:,Real
+ superRandom (),:,Real

+ newkey ()

integrity=superRandom()

high=random()
integrity=superRandom()

Fig. 14. Example of a flaw consisting of two clichés
Fig. 12. Cliché detecting a missing high stereotype

The second possibility of violating the requirements
of this stereotype concerns a missing tag
t ∈ {secrecy, integrity, high}. Figure 12 shows the cliché
for detecting a missing high stereotype. This transformation rule depicts the classes c and d as well as the
tagged values of d shown as comment element here. This
rule internally requires the high tagged value to be set.
To fulfill the requirements of hh secure dependency ii , the
dependency dep has to be tagged with hh high ii also. By
using hh forbid ii for the stereotype high, we can detect the
violation of this security requirement caused by the missing stereotype. For detecting the lack of a tag secrecy or
integrity, two further clichés are defined analogously.
Regarding correction of the latter cliché, a missing
tag t ∈ {secrecy, integrity, high} is compensated by adding
the respective stereotype to the dependency. This can be
done by a transformation rule similar to the one in Figure 8.
With respect to the mismatch of message usage in
the hh critical ii tags of the classes C and D, more complex operations have to take place. Method names of
the classes have to be parsed and a corrective set of
tagged values following one of the two paradigms has to
be compiled. These operations cannot easily be modeled

by graph transformations. Hence, and to support future
complex operations, we have implemented a mechanism
called preparation code to run pure Java code prior to
the application of phase 4 (cf. Figure 2). The technical
details on this are presented in Section 7.
Figure
13
shows
the
rule
patch.insecureDependency.multi.1 we defined for
these corrective actions. This rule matches against the
two modeled classes c and d. The deleting and creating
actions cause the deletion of the tagged values of classes
c and d and the creation of new tagged values. The content of the tagged values to be created is given by the
input parameter newTVs of this rule. In fact, Henshin
is used for doing the model transformation in terms of
matching and deleting as well as creating nodes here,
but the work on parsing, comparing and correcting the
methods used as part of the tagged values is done by running external Java code provided as part of the violation
pattern.
An application of Insecure Dependency is depicted in
Figure 14: it shows a fraction of a UML class diagram using the stereotype hh secure dependency ii. Due to the fact
that most UML modeling tools do not display tagged
values of stereotypes in the diagram view, we show the
tagged values of the stereotype hh critical ii as notes con-
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to technical reasons) transformation rules as introduced
above.

package SecureDependency
<<interface>>
RandomNumber

+ random () : Real
+ superRandom () : Real
<<critical>>
RandomGenerator
+ seed: Real
+ random () : Real
+ superRandom () : Real

high=random()
integrity=superRandom()
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<<call, integrity, high>>
<<critical>>
KeyGenerator
+ newkey ()

high=random()
integrity=superRandom()

Fig. 15. Diagram with corrected model flaw

nected to the owning class for better readability. The
model specifies a key generator which makes uses of a
random number generator by calling an interface. The
interface provides two different methods for generating
random numbers: random() and superRandom(). There
is one class implementing the interface that features a
seed additionally. Following the requirements of hh secure
dependency ii, both classes are tagged with hh critical ii. As
the key generator calls methods of the interface, the dependency is tagged with a stereotype hh call ii.
For example, the diagram in Figure 14 does not meet
the requirements of hh secure dependency ii : Firstly, the
occurrences of method names of the hh critical ii-tags of
the classes RandomGenerator and KeyGenerator do not
match. Secondly, the method superRandom() is part of
the integrity tagged value, but the dependency between
KeyGenerator and RandomNumber is missing hh integrity ii.
To correct the model flaw, we apply our approach
which leads to two model transformations. First, using
patch.insecureDependency.secureEnv.1 the missing
stereotype hh integrity ii of the dependency between the interface and the class KeyGenerator is added. The second
corrective action is caused by the use of
patch.insecureDependency.multi.1. The external Java
code which is executed prior to applying the actual model
transformation accepts a parameter which encodes the
corrective paradigm to use. In this case, one can think
of securing the environment which leads to adding the
high tagged value with the respective method to the
hh critical ii-tag of RandomGenerator as well.
After applying these two corrective actions, the violation of the requirements of hh secure dependency ii is
fixed and the resulting diagram is shown in Figure 15.
Note that the diagram shown in Figure 14 is an example of a logical cliché, because the definition of hh secure
dependency ii ’s security requirements consists of two independent requirements that both have to be fulfilled
(cf. [25, chapter 4.1]). Thus, the security issue concerning the violation of hh secure dependency ii consists of at
least two clichés which need to be treated independently.
For that reason, we need to define two (actually four due

5.3 Information Leak in BPMN models
With this violation pattern, we look at a scenario concerning business processes and show that our approach
can also be applied to further modeling languages.
This violation pattern represents an aspect of compliance requirements, in this case information flow between
different entities. We assume that different entities, represented by different pools, own confidential information
to work with during execution of the business process.
The information is supposed not to leave a group of
trustworthy entities. The compliance requirement is that
there must not be an information flow from a trustworthy entity to an untrustworthy one. Since we wanted this
pattern to be modeled using standard BPMN editors, we
decided to realize this violation pattern avoiding modifications to the BPMN meta model. Hence, the property
of trustworthiness is represented by a text annotation
confidential here.
The model depicted in Figure 16 represents an example of a forbidden information flow: There are three
subcontractors participating a common business process.
subcontractor A and subcontractor B are trustworthy, so that the respective pools are annotated with confidential.
Regarding the application of the 4-phases-approach
for this violation pattern, the test rule just has to ensure that a given instance model represents a BPMN
model containing a collaboration. Hence, the respective
rule just contains one node of type Collaboration and
is designed analogously to the ones shown in Figure 4
and 10.
Regarding the formalization of the model flaw itself,
our goal is to detect an information flow that begins at
a pool annotated with confidential and targeting a pool
that lacks this annotation. This corresponds to modeling one cliché at first hand. Due to the structure of
the BPMN meta model (cf. [42]), there are many ways
to model message flow between two pools that all have
nontrivial differences on a structural level. Thus, we cannot model these differences by one cliché and supported
by further definitions in the cliché instance file, but we
rather have to model separate clichés. Note that this is
an example of technical clichés we introduced in Section 3.
If edges between objects such as the connecting edge
between a pool and a text annotation are undirected,
they in fact are directed on the model level. We restricted
us to a number of possible message flow connections between objects to concentrate on modeling the fundamental aspects of this violation pattern. Based on [42, Tab.
7.4], we used a number of fundamental combinations between begin and end of a message flow which led to Table 2.
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Fig. 16. Example BPMN model containing information leak

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Source
Message End Event
”
”
Task
”
”
Pool
”
”

Target
Message Start Event
Pool
Task
Message Start Event
Pool
Task
Message Start Event
Pool
Task

Table 2. Clichés modeled to detect Information Leak
Fig. 17. Cliché for recognition an illegal message flow representing
a compliance issue

For clarity, we focus on showing only one cliché here,
as the further clichés only differ in the structure but
content-wise represent the same facts.
Figure 17 shows cliche.information leak.8 that
is used to detect a message flow beginning at a pool
sourcePool annotated with confidential and ending
at a pool targetPool lacking this annotation. The two
pools are connected through a message flow flow. The
violation of the compliance requirement is formalized
by ensuring the existence of the text annotation at the
source pool by using a hh preserve ii action. Furthermore,
we force the absence of the annotation by modeling it us-

ing hh forbid ii. As the BPMN meta model allows the edge
between a text annotation and a pool to be directed on
the modeling level even if it is always undirected on the
graphical level, we assume it to be directed from the pool
to the text annotation.
Regarding the correction of this model flaw, we defined and formalized two patch rules. patch.
information leak.secureEnv.1 (as shown in Figure 18)
follows the paradigm of securing the environment. It assumes that the confidential annotations were set on
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Fig. 19. Example BPMN model corrected using the 4-phases-approach

Fig. 18. Rule for correcting Information Leak by deleting a harmful message flow

purpose and thus considers the existing message flow
between the two pools as the model flaw. Hence, this
patch rule realizes the deletion of it. The design of this
rule shows the advantage of applying the four phases in
sequence and an information flow between the phases.
Our approach makes use of the results of phase 3, where
matching the cliché rules lead to the elements that form
the model flaw in the actual instance model. Thus, we
can model a small corrective rule just containing the
most significant model elements that are needed to express the corrective action and use, in this case, the information, which specific message flow flow that connects
the pools sourcePool and targetPool is to be deleted.

As a further possibility, following the paradigm of
lowering the security requirements, an additional patch
rule patch.information leak.lowerReq.1 assumes that
it is important not to break the communication between
the involved entities and just creates an additional confidential text annotation and adds it to the respective
pool.
Figure 19 shows the resulting BPMN model. Assuming that subcontractors need to share confidential information among each other, application of patch.
information leak.lowerReq.1 leads to adding a confidential annotation to subcontractor C here.
6 Application to Evolution
In the previous sections, we introduced our approach and
presented how it can be generally applied to check if a
given system undergoes security vulnerabilities with respect to given security requirements and, if so, recover
certain security properties. Moreover, our approach can
be used to support model evolution. Information about
the evolution of a software model can assist the security analysis and support recovering a system’s security
properties. To make use of the fact that the model under consideration is the result of a system evolution, we
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Fig. 20. Example system prior evolution

Fig. 21. Example of evolved system

should explicitly take the changes to the model under
account. Therefore, we need to consider the difference
between the model in its evolved state and in its original state.
To achieve this, we can build on a number of approaches available that realize the calculation of model
differences, like EMF Compare [17] and SiDiff [52]. The
difficulty with model differences as they are generated
by common approaches is that they describe the model
difference on a technical, fine grained level, tightly related to the underlying meta model. This is insufficient
for deriving potential evolutions on the semantic level,
because one single edit step like the addition of a communication path can be the result of a multitude of possible
atomic evolutions [46]. Moreover, the structure of the
meta model (e.g. in the case of UML) can lead to complex sequences of edit operations, as even the addition
of one single communication path maps to the addition
of at least three model elements from the meta model
view (the communication path itself and two properties
for referencing the association ends).
We illustrate this using an example. Figure 20 shows
a UML deployment diagram featuring an information
system that consists of three artifacts that are deployed
on two nodes. The model is extended by UMLsec annotations of the security property secure links. In this
example, the two nodes A and B are located in the same
data-center so that they are connected via LAN. The security requirement is that the integrity of the data transferred between A and B is to be preserved. Assuming the
default adversary, the requirements of hh secure links ii are
satisfied.
Due to performance issues, a new server is introduced
so that one of the artifacts deployed on node B can be
handled by a separate physical system. From the model
perspective, this change corresponds to one evolution:
node B is split into two nodes. Figure 21 shows the system after the model evolution has taken place. Let us
assume that the new node C is located in another datacenter that has only an internet connection to external
premises. Now, the requirements of hh secure links ii are
violated (cf. Table 1). The evolution we show here is
simple regarding its complexity, but is the result of a
number of edit steps at the model level. Hence, we need

to aggregate and generalize from the multitude of atomic
edit operations (or semantically lift them) to evolution
steps that are relevant for and can be processed by our
approach (semantic changes).
Kehrer et al. propose an approach called SiLift [28]
that features recognition of semantic model differences
out of atomic edit operations. To calculate the initial
atomic edit operations, SiLift can make use of arbitrary
difference matching engines using an Java interface but
can especially use EMF Compare and SiDiff (which is
mainly developed at the same research group, cf. [28]).
The semantic lifting is realized by the use of Henshin
transformation rules. They can partly be generated automatically. Kehrer et al. define an EMF based meta model
to describe model differences and extend it to support
semantic lifting of these differences, so that SiLift uses
the same base techniques as our approach does ([29]).
Based on the semantic lifting approach, two extensions
to our approach are conceivable.
Firstly, evolution of a model can be supported by coevolution. This means that the evolution of the model
itself triggers a second evolution to retain the system’s
security. Using the SiLift’s meta model describing semantic change sets [29], it is possible to use the semantic changes between two revisions of a model as
an input to the 4-phases-approach. SiLift then is applied prior to our approach. It calculates the semantic
changes out of the two model revisions using definitions
of semantic changes. The 4-phases-approach is then run
with a Henshin transformation model that concerns flawrelated model differences (diff s) instead of model flaws.
The cliché instance file of this pattern is e.g. used for
hardening the model. This is realized by directly referencing appropriate patch rules of respective violation
patterns. Based on the semantic changes that have been
detected, a preselection of possible patches can be made
or, under certain circumstances, applied automatically.
As an example, consider Figure 20 and assume an
evolution such that a third artifact like XML-Server,
also with a dependency from Fileserver, is deployed
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on node B. It is unlikely that integrity should not be
required for this new dependency.
A co-evolution that can be triggered in this case is
the automatic addition of hh integrity ii. The semantic difference that can be obtained from the evolution in this
case is an additional artifact getting deployed while a
communication path and an artifact annotated with security requirements are already given. Hence, we can
support that a model that met all security requirements
prior to evolution does not get in an insecure state when
evolving. To fully support this extension (e.g. referencing
clichés of different violation patterns using one cliché instance file), our prototypical tool may have to be adapted
slightly.
As a second extension, the user can be assisted when
analyzing an evolved software model. In Section 4, we
argued that there are at least two paradigms to make
a system secure again. As we showed during the case
study in Section 5, especially actions of the paradigm
which lowers the security can lead to the removal of a
security requirement annotation. This may be a justified
step in some scenarios (e.g. when contradictory security
properties are demanded), but it does not make sense
if the action that initiated the model evolution actually
was the addition of the respective requirement. In this
case, evolution information can be used within our tool
by marking inappropriate corrective steps or even disable them in the UI.

7 Model-based Security Hardening: Tool
Support
The approach as introduced in the previous sections has
been implemented as a prototypical tool. It is built upon
the Eclipse platform and making use of EMF [15, 16].
The implementation features a core application designed
independently from modeling languages. It lists the detected flaws and lets the user select from correction alternatives and apply them.
The tool architecture is designed to provide flexible support for the modeling languages as well as additional violation patterns. No recompilation is needed
when adding additional violation patterns. Furthermore,
using a generic interface PatchEngine that is extended
by modeling language specific implementations eases support of further modeling languages. Currently, we support BPMN and UML by making use of their EMF implementations.
Henshin does not feature powerful possibilities for
passing arguments to transformation rules by now. Only
the use of node’s attributes values as parameters is supported. The user interface of Henshin does not support
modeling to pass node types to be set to certain nodes
via rule parameters. Hence, our tool realizes setting the
types of transformation nodes’ rules via Henshin API.
The types of nodes are set by directly manipulating the
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transformation graph referring to the respective rule.
The information of which node types are related to which
cliché instances is provided by the cliché instance file.
The cliché instance file is realized as a XML file containing all metadata for mapping between clichés, cliché
instances and patch rules. There is one cliché instance file
per violation pattern and by externalizing this data from
the program code, additional violation patterns can easily be added without need for recompiling the tool. Thus,
the tool can be used as a stand-alone application which
can be used and extended by its users.
As stated in Section 4, modeling of patch rules is
possible using just a few nodes. Consider the transformation rule of Figure 8: There are only three nodes
needed to delete a stereotype from a dependency and
create a new one. To avoid the need for modeling a
bigger part of the dependency’s environment to clearly
identify which actual objects in the instance model are
to be altered, we make use of Henshin’s feature partial
match and our results of application of phase 3 shown
in Figure 6. The output of phase 3 is a set of pointers into the instance model, showing all critical model
parts. Particularly, we get a link to the concrete dependency of the instance model in this case. We can use this
information to restrict the matching in phase 4: Instead
of getting matches for all dependency objects of the instance model, we get only one match, because we force
the matching to be only applied to the one respective dependency. Our tool uses the mechanism of partial match
this way to ease the modeling of transformation rules.
As Henshin does not support storing metadata of
rules or structuring them, we support this by defining
a naming scheme for rule names and some node names
as far as necessary for the approach. Rules to be used in
phase 2 are named using the scheme cliche.FLAW.NAME.
Note that name components written in capital letters are
meant as placeholders to be filled with the corresponding
values in the violation pattern. As we stated in Section 3,
a security vulnerability can consist of numerous clichés,
so that we use FLAW to identify the given vulnerability
and NAME to identify the cliché. The names of the nodes
contained in cliche rules can be chosen freely, but one
has to keep in mind that if there is an intended use of
matched nodes of a cliché rule inside a patch rule (for
data sharing between phase 3 and 4), the names used for
the corresponding nodes in the corresponding rules have
to be the same. Considering naming conventions of node
names of phase 3, the same regulations apply as to the
cliché rules consequentially.
Note that for a given match, several patches can theoretically be applicable. For a given security vulnerability, there can be different strategies (paradigms) for
treating the issue and patch the erroneous part of the
instance model. The first paradigm supported by our
approach considers lowering the security requirements.
When a rule realizes this paradigm, it is resembled by
lowerReq as part of its name. The second paradigm we
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look at considers raising the security level of the environment, called secureEnv (secure the environment). As
a third case discussed in this paper, we consider that a
single patch rule supports different paradigms controlled
by parameters. This is resembled by the string multi in
the rule’s name. This especially can be used when making use of the possibility to integrate program code into
the approach using the feature preparation code implemented by us. We will discuss this in detail at the end
of this section.
The naming scheme for patch rules is
patch.FLAW.PARADIGM.#. As stated for cliché rules before, the part FLAW of the rule’s name is used for stating
the security vulnerability this rule refers to. As patch
rules are not necessarily linked to a specific vulnerability and do not need an explicit name, patch rules of the
same kind are just numbered consecutively using an integer in place of #. The part PARADIGM resembles the
correction paradigm as stated above. Patch rules are the
only rules to correct vulnerabilities in models.
Our tool implementation currently does not support
automatic application of patch rules or all violation patterns in sequence. As we discussed in Section 2, automatic correction seems reasonable in some cases. Adding
an automatic application of patch rules would be an interesting task for future work.
It is conceivable to sort the possible patch rules such
that the ones securing the environment and affecting
fewest number of model elements are listed first. The
assumption is that the user added the security requirements with reason, so that it is more likely that the
model should be altered so that it fulfills the requirements. Furthermore, we can assume that the changes
applied to the model should be limited. As all work and
transformation is directly carried out at the model level
and we do not make use of intermediate representations
or (textual) representations of the system under consideration, the user is able to see what changes are (proposed to be) made at any time with direct impact on the
model elements. He is able to accept proposed patches
and also can further adjust the model afterwards (or
prior to applying the approach certainly).
At present, implementations UMLPatchEngine and
BPMNPatchEngine exist. Thus, we support these two modeling languages at the moment, but adding support for
additional modeling languages just requires the existence
of a respective EMF based meta model and the implementation of the PatchEngine interface.
The tool developed by us mainly makes use of the
API of Henshin. All features that make use of Henshin
are realized with calls to the official API.
In some cases the plain application of transformation
rules is not sufficient and more complex changes have to
be applied to the instance model prior to apply phase 4.
Firstly, Henshin provides aggregation of transformation
rules such that rules can be executed in a loop, multi-

ple transformation rules can be executed sequentially or
even conditionally (cf. [3]).
Using this technique, it is possible to raise the complexity of problems that can be addressed within the
approach. This aggregation can be used by our tool in
principle but is not used for our current violation patterns.
Also, as an alternative to the current realization of
the manipulation of cliché instances, there would be the
possibility of using a declarative approach, which would
tightly relate to the power of the Henshin language itself.
Moreover, we implemented an additional step called
preparation code that takes place after application of
phase 3. It represents a possibility of executing arbitrary Java code by calling a standardized interface (cf.
Figure 2). Preparation code especially has access to the
transformation rule and match of phase 3 and also can
set parameters prior to the execution of the proposed
patch rule of phase 4. Thus, it is possible to integrate
the execution of application logic when the application
of simple graph transformation rules seems insufficient.
The tool then performs the following steps prior to application of a patch rule: The class referenced in the cliché
instance file is instantiated and loaded using the Java reflection mechanism. This gives the possibility of extending the project with further violation patterns including
preparation code without code changes or recompilation.
Thus, complex operations that cannot be modeled with
graph transformation rules can be performed this way.

7.1 Performance Measurement
We did a performance test to measure the time needed
to perform the analysis of exemplary instance models.
For each of the three violation patterns we presented in
Section 5 we did a run of 10 analyses of an exemplary instance model having model flaws. We chose an arbitrary
set of corrective actions to be applied to the instance
model. Additionally, we also did a run of 10 analyses
of exemplary instance models not containing any flaws.
The times measured are for loading the instance model
and transformation model, and applying the phases 14 of our approach. The test platform is a Intel Core i5
M540 system running at 2,53 GHz and equipped with 4
GB RAM, running Linux. The test results are shown in
Table 3 and Table 4.
The time needed to execute the first run is significantly higher than in the other ones. As external data
such as the needed modeling language meta model only
has to be loaded once prior the execution of the first
run and is resident then for the remaining ones, all runs
following the first one profit from this initial effort.
This sort of caching effect especially comes into account when our approach has to be applied multiple
times to the same instance model, as stated in Section 2.
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violation pattern/run
insecure links
insecure dependency
information leak

1
10311
7050
1055

2
3793
1610
1017

3
2153
1290
307

4
1969
1355
169

5
1445
1284
228

6
1321
2710
266

7
1370
1622
157

8
1401
1453
182

9
1487
1393
161

10
1682
1311
142

19

∅
2693
2108
368

Table 3. Performance measurement of security hardening tool using models containing vulnerabilities (time values in ms)

violation pattern/run
insecure links
insecure dependency
information leak

1
6139
4895
1542

2
2105
1962
365

3
1115
1481
256

4
1424
1769
184

5
1588
1386
201

6
999
1381
186

7
1002
1374
185

8
1049
1852
178

9
1039
1393
155

10
1003
1355
192

∅
1746
1885
344

Table 4. Performance measurement of security hardening tool using models without vulnerabilities (time values in ms)

8 Related Work
Several approaches to model and analyze security requirements for software systems or business processes
have been proposed recently, such as UMLsec [25]. Menzel et. al. present an approach based on an external
data structure to extend BPMN for security requirements [40], [45] presents a BPMN security extension similar to UMLsec, while Rodriguez et. al. suggest a solution using the native possibility of BPMN to enhance
artifacts. The latter approach leads to an extension with
additional symbols and a consistent view diagrams and
hence is similar to UMLsec [45]. Approaches for tool
supported analysis of models have also been proposed.
Examples of dedicated tools for analyzing UML models
with respect to the fulfillment of requirements can be
found in [33, 37, 31, 13, 47, 5]. Awad [4] presented a similar
approach for process models given in BPMN.
Tun et al. [51] did research on evolving security requirements. From the requirements engineering view, they
propose a meta model to capture changes to security requirements of a system. By making use of formal methods, an event based, formal description of the system can
be generated. Regarding analysis approaches based on
model transformations, [9] uses graph grammars to formalize and validate OCL constraints. [48] incorporates
transformation for model checking and can thus perform
model checking for visual languages. [20] presents an approach for checking consistency rules based on graph
grammars. [23] presents a family of languages to cover
the life cycle of transformation development enabling the
engineering of transformations. [2] presents an approach
for studying the formal verification of model transformations. An overview on the state of the art in model smells
and model refactoring can be found in [38]. All these approaches can be adapted to validate models concerning
security requirements. However, to our knowledge the
automatic correction of security violations has not been
addressed yet.
Reder and Egyed [44] propose an approach for repairing model inconsistencies. The approach is build upon
formalizing general requirements to the model as boolean

expressions. Whenever these expressions do not evaluate
to true regarding the model, this is encountered as an inconsistency and trees are calculated that resemble every
feasible repair operation as sequences and alternatives.
The approach does not take into account how inconsistencies may relate to possible repair operations and it
does not consider the actual choice and application of
repair operations.
Mens et al. [39] did research on refactoring models of
software and they propose a tool supported approach to
apply refactorings of software models using graph transformations of typed, attributed graphs. Their approach
concerns the detection of, but, so far no solution to,
conflicts of different atomic-like refactoring steps concerning mutual exclusion and sequential dependencies.
In contrast to Mens et al., our approach tightly relates
to modeling a flaw and its various aspects. Additionally,
the corrective steps (patch rules) we propose always reference to a state of the model previously detected, i.e.
matched. Nonetheless, the results in [39] concerning detection of dependencies and conflicts between different
refactorings may be relevant for future work when we
tend to implement more complex violation patterns and
analyses.
Montrieux presented some thoughts on automated
security hardening in [41]. He discusses problems occurring in modeling with UMLsec only exemplary and
proposes for instance how to correct a misused hh secure
dependency ii annotation. His work builds a basis for the
formalized flaws and their correction alternatives. The
work of Montrieux misses a systematic approach for automating corrections, because technical details on how
to formalize model flaws and their corrections are not
given. Neither is a proposal on how to implement the
corrections.
Bergmann et al. propose a semiautomatic methodology that targets maintaining security requirements [7].
The approach is called SecMER and supported by a tool.
The focus lies on managing security requirements under evolution aspects. To achieve this, requirements are
captured in two different models with different expressive power. The approach mainly covers the elicitation
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of requirements, an argument analysis and the evolution
of requirements. The first two steps are supported by a
graph based model (SI* ) and an argument analysis realized using a textual input and a graphical visualization.
Evolution of requirements is handled by a declarative approach used to define patterns which are in turn used to
assess the evolution’s impact on the requirements. The
SeCMER approach mainly addresses to model social dependencies as can be modeled by SI* (i.e. using assets,
actors and actions) and an argument model (i.e. using
claim, argument, fact, warrant). Hence, models of concrete systems are not considered. As a consequence, how
to realize security properties in a software system or how
to deal with evolution of security requirements of a given
system is not addressed so far. In contrast to this, our
approach is based on modeling languages to build (critical) software systems. This can be for example done
with BPMN using workflow execution engines or using
UMLsec with code generation techniques. Security requirements can be directly annotated to a system model,
so that there is no need to treat requirements and the
model itself in two different models. However, Bergmann
et al. make use of a declarative model query language as
part of their EMF-IncQuery approach [6] to express violations and security properties using patterns. This can
be relevant for future work to extend our cliché mechanism by to support generation of clichés.
The idea behind our violation patterns is similar to
the one of anti-patterns. Anti-patterns, which arose from
patterns in software development and project management [10], are a concept which helps to explicitly formalize certain risks and problems of a design. An approach
to detect and correct anti-patterns has been proposed
by Llano and Pooley [35]. They specify anti-patterns
in object-oriented development using a notation similar to UML. Based on this, they establish transformation rules for their correction. Although this approach
enables the automation of detection and correction of
object-oriented software defects, it is not directly applicable to security-related modeling flaws, since aspects of
the domain-specific extensions of the modeling languages
have to be considered.
While there exist repositories of anti-patterns concerning mistakes in software-development from an architectural viewpoint [14], anti-patterns for security and
compliance risks have, to the best of our knowledge, not
been discussed so far.
We realize our approach using Henshin, an EMF
based model transformation tool built upon the Henshin
transformation language [3]. The base of this language
is the graph transformation system which has been used
for the former EMF Tiger tool [8]. Due to its handling
of EMF based models, the flaw detection and model correction can be applied easily to different types of models,
since EMF based meta models for many modeling languages exist.

Kindler and Wagner propose a constructive algorithm
to perform graph transformations using triple graph grammars [30]. There is tool support for triple graph grammars in the TGG interpreter tool [22]. It uses triple
graph grammars and is also based on EMF. However,
with TGG interpreter we were not able to define rules
that remove model elements. Thus this tool is not suitable for implementing our approach. An overview on
other transformation approaches can be found in [21].
To enhance our analysis of evolved models, we need
to extract semantic evolution information out of the fine
grained and technical edit operation description of common model difference approaches. To achieve this, we
can make use of recent work of Kelter et al. [28]. Their
tool supported approach SiLift realizes building the difference of two models as instances of an EMF meta
model (i.e. a model in its original and evolved state)
and calculating a basic model difference. Based on this,
information about differences on a semantic level is extracted.

9 Conclusion & Outlook
When models for software get changed, this can lead to
security weaknesses that are also part of the software system derived from those models. Hence, it is important to
check the models with respect to security properties, and
correct them respectively. In this paper we presented an
approach which not only finds security weaknesses but
can also correct them in a tool-supported way. The approach is based on patterns that can describe potential
flaws, such as inconsistencies in security requirements.
The tool can check whether these patterns arise in models and assist the user in correcting the security vulnerabilities.
Potential violations can be formalized in the patterns
as well as the correction alternatives to fix these. It is
based on graph transformation and can be applied to
different types of models and violations. Although it is
limited to violations that have decidable number of correction alternatives, it is well applicable to several modeling flaws that can occur, if the given modeling language has clear semantics. Especially in case of evolving
models (e.g. during maintenance of long living software
systems) vulnerabilities can arise and tool-assisted correction becomes necessary as it has been shown in the
given examples. The approach has been implemented in
a tool making use of the graph transformation language
and framework Henshin. Hence, it supports the detection and correction of all security vulnerabilities which
can be expressed within the Henshin specification language (directly or by approximation). It can also deal
with specifications containing several UML models.
With respect to the question whether the application
of a patch using our approach actually leads to the desired security property at the model level, we use the idea
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of “translation validation” as proposed in [43], which
means that instead of verifying the transformation as
such, each resulting model is verified: After the patches
have been applied, the user checks the resulting model
with the automated tools available for checking UMLsec
models for the included security properties. If this shows
that the model is now secure, it means:
– the patches indeed did match (or the security weaknesses by fixed in passing by some other patch, but
the important thing is that the model is now secure)
– the patches did resolve the vulnerabilities (otherwise
the model would not be secure now)
– the patches did not introduce another security flaw
concerning the security requirements contained in the
UMLsec annotations (for the same reason as above).
Note that this does not prove that the patterns indeed
only match actual vulnerabilities, or more generally, it
could be that the model was changed more than strictly
necessary to restore security. It would be very interesting
future work to prove this as well.
Furthermore, when modeling a violation pattern, effort needs to be put into showing that a given pattern
exactly matches the actual vulnerabilities. For now, this
can be done by providing test cases that test all possible
aspects of the respective pattern. As this is an effortful
method, further research can investigate how advanced
methods could be used to prove security properties of
violation patterns, for example by incorporating formal
methods (for restricted cases).
Support for evolving models is given, due to computation of differences. The difference information can be
used in co-evolution manner, i.e. changes leading to security inconsistencies can be corrected automatically. Furthermore, interpretation of changes can lead to better
tool-assistance when proposing correction alternatives
to the user. For the security properties that can be expressed directly, the detection and correction approach
is fully precisely; for properties that are expressed by
approximation, this depends on the precision of this approximation. The feasibility of our approach was demonstrated in a case study where vulnerabilities in UMLsec
and BPMN models were successfully detected and corrected.
Our ongoing work focuses on how to make it easier
to express security vulnerabilities by making use of supporting rules to simplify the definition and application
of patches, and how to generalize them, e.g. to treat directed edges equal to undirected ones if direction not
considered. Particularly, the current realization of the
manipulation of cliché instances could be replaced by a
declarative approach, which would tightly relate to the
power of the Henshin language itself.
As we stated at the end of Section 4, it seems conceivable that there are violation patterns that, when being
applied to a instance model to correct it, may lead to side
effects in a sense that a new flaw belonging to another
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violation pattern or even the same violation pattern is
introduced to the instance model. One possible solution
to address this problem could be to enhance the usage
of clichés by extending the possibilities of cliché application by control their application using boolean formulas,
for example. Firstly, Henshin offers different types of socalled transformation units that, e.g., can be used to execute one single transformation rule in a loop, multiple
transformation rules sequentially, or conditionally. Secondly, the approach could be enhanced in a sense that
the mapping contained in the cliché instance file holds
these information. Moreover, it could be useful to alter
the sequence of the approaches’ steps and introduce a
conditional loop. In this case, the termination problem
has to be addressed first.
Beside the technical formalization of violation patterns and corrections, the preliminary tool support should
be extended to a more user-friendly interface. The correction alternatives which are currently presented as textual descriptions could for instance be replaced by a
graphical representation of the result if it was applied
to the violated model.
Since we earlier drew the comparison with anti-patterns, it would be interesting to investigate whether actual anti-patterns for software/system models regarding
security or compliance exist. This would require an empirical study analyzing models from different sources.
However, since these models are typically very critical,
obtaining the models to perform such a study may be
challenging. Nonetheless, we are planning to extend our
library of violation patterns and correction transformations for certain domains, e.g. compliance rules in business processes of insurances.
In [32] an extension to Henshin is presented that features another way of doing dynamic node typing. In contrast to our solution which adapts the model containing
the transformation rules via the Henshin API at runtime, [32] proposes a wrapper model. To use dynamic
typing, the transformation rules are modeled at a meta
level (which however leads to an increase in the number
of elements needed in a transformation rule). Integrating
this model to lift the concept of cliché instances more to
the user-side is nevertheless interesting future work.
Another point for future work could be to integrate
the 4-phases-approach with our platform for risk and
compliance checks, CARiSMA [11]. CARiSMA could be
executed as a pre-step to the 4-phases-approach. This
would make it possible to analyze the execution semantics of a model and create annotations at the model. Our
tool could then make use of the annotations and detect
and correct flaws that cannot be detected using static
analysis.
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